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CHAPTER 1

Overview
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INTRODUCTION

In 2000 I had the privilege to come to the University of Minnesota for an international student exchange program.
This was a great opportunity for me in many regards. I was born and raised in México City. I had never lived in any
other country before. This experience made me aware of new cultural, political and sociological concerns. Although I
was inmersed in the academic environment most of the time, I was also able to experience different realms of
interaction between the different ethnic groups that reside in Minneapolis and Saint Paul.

I was curious to find out how the different groups work and live in the city, and how these groups relate to
architecture and urban environments.

The understanding of a place from a physical and geographical perspective was crucial in order to fully grasp my
surroundings and relate to the city.

I encountered several challenges in the new environment, from contextual to social and cultural. This was a
wonderful opportunity for me to be able to look at spaces and architecture with new eyes in order to visualize human
relationships and how they are affected by the context and surroundings.

I became interested in concepts and notions of borders, identity, culture, immigration, ethnicity, and how these ideas
are intrinsecally connected to architecture and urban design.

This document includes an urban study of the Midtown area in Minneapolis, MN, in which I was able to participate. I
had the privilege and opportunity to work directly with a City proposal called “Lake Street Objectives” through the
office of B. Aaron Parker and Associates, and I worked on my thesis investigation as I was working on this project.
Both, my thesis and the project informed each other constantly and we will find many references to that study in this
thesis document.
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THESIS VEHICLE – ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT.

The questions that originated this thesis, as well as the academic and personal conditions that I encountered, gave
place to the generation of a particular interest to intervene and propose an architectural development within the
urban improvement of the area of study. It is inevitable to imagine all the possibilities that can stem from an
investigation like this one which could detonate growth within a community. There are different ways to resolve a
social concern spacially, at both, urban and architectural scale.

The thesis vehicle presented in this proposal is a Community Center for Hispanic Immigrants in Midtown
Minneapolis. As we will see in the following pages, there are several organizations that serve this community
already, assisting with legal support, psychological help, cultural adjustment, education and health. However, these
organizations are isolated and generally their facilities are lacking proper spaces which reside in older buildings that
were designed for different uses and do not provide a spatial character for the ideal development of these institutes.
The proposed building would be able to house all of these needs and provide a communal space for all these non-
profit organizations. They would be able to share the space and the cost of maintenance. This could be a place
where all these organizations can be centrally located and be the “one-stop” resource for the Hispanic community.

The urban study that encompasses the architectural proposal, determined the decisions made in order to locate the
building. The physical, economical, and social conditions of the area justify the architectural program and its location
within the context. The way in which the area has been developing throughout the years and how it functions today,
as well as the future potential along with the master plan for urban and economic development, promotes the
existence of a cultural and community center at this location.

The study area is occupied by a large percentage of Hispanic population mainly, there are several businesses and
cultural centers for the community devoted to the Hispanic population. However, there isn’t a specific building
designed for this purpose. The Hispanic community has a large presence in the economical social and cultural life of
the City of Minneapolis. 3



OBJECTIVES.

To achieve an extensive study of the Midtown Area with potential development and growth, one of the most
important areas of the city due to its historic, geographic and physical character including infrastructure and services.

The physical conditions analysis will give us the lead to understand the site from a perspective that will explore the
needs of the community and the urban and architectural design strategies and a proposal to improve the area to
reactivate the social and economical aspects that have been abandoned throughout the years. Today we find the
best conditions to generate opportunities for the city and the community.

The methodology chosen for this thesis will be going from the general to the particular. Understanding a context from
its more general characteristics will provide a global vision of the circumstances in which the city finds itself in
relation with the specific community and issues. Having consciousness of the general conditions of the city as well
as the history and even climatic characteristics will provide a basis to generate a more precise and solid analysis.

Once the overall scenario is understood, then we will be able to disect the site through an urban analysis in which
we will be able to see each one of the elements that compose the context, in order to understand the specific
conditions for each item and then to be able to synthesize the information.

To gather information of the community and the current urban issues. Generate a list of needs and determine an
architectural program for the building proposal. The thesis vehicle will explore the urban and cultural issues that will
be resolved for the community.

To understand the genesis of a new identity for the Hispanic Community immersed in an American environment. To
provide an architectural language that identifies and addresses the needs of both cultures.
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JUSTIFICATION.

Understanding a place from its geographical and physical aspects is not a simple task. We are used to learning
about our surroundings and to relate to them empirically, by costume and association.

However, once we leave our context and we inhabit a place different from the one we knew already, we go through a
long process to be able to adapt to the differences in the new place. Even though the human being is very easily
adapted to new conditions, the human being also tends to keep costumes and traditions, to settle in one place only
to later develop more complex activities.

When I first came to Minneapolis, I faced many contextual, social and cultural changes. It was a long time before I
was able to grasp everything that was happening in my life. This was also a great opportunity for me to see the world
with different eyes, and to understand human relationships and how they are affected by the physical environment.

The possibility of understanding a site in different realms is vital for the development of urban and architectural
projects. The field of Architecture has changed substantially in our times due to technology, politics, and economy.
We know that the professional practice is not only a local duty, that every day we face different challenges and
opportunities to find new sources for progress. This thesis explores a community and an important part of the city
from which more opportunities for the city and eventually for the field of Architectura and Urban design might
emerge.

We need to have all the available tools for analysis and methodology such as those utilized in this document for the
study. These tools facilitate the practice of our profession in any place of the world today, and they are also tools that
we can use in this community and city to learn about our reality from a global perspective.
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CHAPTER 2

Context
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Minnesota State Facts

Capital Saint Paul 

Largest city Minneapolis 

Largest metro area Minneapolis-Saint Paul 

Area Ranked 12th in the US 

- Total 86,943 sq mi (225,181 km2) 

- Width c. 200–350 miles (c. 320–560 km) 

- Length c. 400 miles (c. 640 km) 

- % water 8.4 

-Latitude 43° 30′ N to 49° 23′ N 

- Longitude 89° 29′ W to 97° 14′ W 

Population Ranked 21st in the US - Total 5,266,214 (2009 est.)[1]

4,919,479 (2000) - Density 65.3/sq mi (25.21/km2)

Elevation - Highest point Eagle Mountain[3]

2,301 ft (701 m) - Mean 1,198 ft (365 m) - Lowest point Lake Superior[3]

601 ft (183 m) 

Time zone Central: UTC-6/-5                                                                    Source: http://www.state.mn.us
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Figure 1: Map of the State of Minnesota within the United States of America. 



Downtown

Minneapolis: Downtown and Midtown 

Natural crossroads within the city and the region

• Midtown Minneapolis lies directly south of Downtown and was connected by all
of downtown Minneapolis’ major avenues.

• Nicollet and Tenth Avenues define the west and east edges of downtown,
respectively. They turn south at the south edge of downtown and form the west
and east edges of Midtown. Thus, Midtown had, by far, the best access to
downtown of any Minneapolis neighborhood before the 1960’s.

• Midway between downtown and Minnehaha Parkway, the Lake Street Corridor
is the East West across the water barriers, the and the Downtown

Midtown

is the only East West path across the water barriers, the Mississippi and the
Chain of Lakes, flanking South Minneapolis. Lake Street and the railway pass
through the only gap between the lakes in the Chain of Lakes that form the
western edge of Minneapolis. Lake Street and the railroad span the Mississippi
River Gorge

• This defines Midtown as the natural crossroads of major regional corridors. This
earlier condition will be reinforced in the next decade by development fostered
by the completion of the Midtown Greenway from the western and southwestern
suburbs to St. Paul and by access to I 35W at Lake Street.

• With its re-opening, Nicollet Avenue will join Park, Portland and Chicago
Avenues as major through streets augmenting commerce and vitality from
downtown south through Richfield.

Source: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at
B. Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004.

Figure 2: Natural crossroads, Midtown and 
Downtown Minneapolis.
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Midtown Minneapolis’ street grid is a subdivision of the survey

grid that divides all of the United States into “sections”.

The other major routes to the Falls (now downtown) through

South Minneapolis were trails developed before there was a

city. They had a different function. They connected two places

and were not intended to serve all of the places in between.

Hennepin Avenue, the aboriginal Native American trail from the

Neighborhood

Hennepin Avenue, the aboriginal Native American trail from the

lakes to the river and the Hiawatha corridor, the military road

from Fort Snelling to the garrison mills at the Falls of St.

Anthony act as district boundaries, dividing the city.

The grid avenues through Midtown are collectors, not dividers.

Commercial streets like Lake Street, Chicago and Nicollet

gather commerce. Park and Portland Avenues, while providing

excellent direct access to downtown north of I 494, have

sponsored a great collection of stately homes and institutions

along their length.

Source: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at
B. Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004.Figure 3: Relationship between neighborhoods and Highway I-94 9



All of the N S river crossings, Nicollet Avenue, 3rd Avenue and Tenth Avenue
have all blocked separating South Minneapolis neighborhoods from downtown
and the river.
•Nicollet has been cut off on the south at Lake Street by the K Mart site.
•Third Avenue has been closed by the I-35W alignment.
•The Tenth Avenue Bridge no longer exists but Tenth Avenue does not continue
downtown because it is interrupted by I 94.

River crossings, Midtown Minneapolis. 

0 200 400 600
Feet

Vacated Streets

Figure 4: Broken continuity of the street grid. 

Figure 5: Lake Street (E W) still connects the 
East and West banksSource: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at

B. Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004. 10



Only the Blaisdell/First Avenue couplet, the
Park/Portland couplet and Chicago Avenue
reach downtown

11 of streets out of 16 Streets have been
blocked. Nicollet, Stevens, Second, Third,
Clinton, Fourth, Fifth, Oakland, Columbus,
Eliot, and 10th Avenues.

Street access: Downtown - Midtown

Figure 8: Access and blocked connections from Midtown to Downtown. Source: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at
B. Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004.

Figures 6 and 7: Photographs of blocked streets
in Midtown Minneapolis. 
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The typical Minneapolis block (shown in the line drawing below) is a 600’ x 300’ block oriented with the long dimension running
N-S and an alley typically bisecting the block N-S. Streets are typically 60’ wide. The shaded blocks indicate blocks in the study
area that vary from the typical Minneapolis block dimensions. Most of the blocks in Midtown Minneapolis are not typical.

Midtown has a diverse urban fabric.
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Figure 9: Midtown has a diverse urban fabric. Source: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at
B. Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004. 12



Post 1963 development regulations

Initial development in South Minneapolis relied upon

multiple modes of transportation. The last streetcar

lines were abandoned in 1954 and reliance on the

private auto began to create parking problems in areas

that developed with the streetcar. The Minneapolis

Zoning Ordinance was revised in 1963 to reflect this

new reality. The code changed the physical form of all

new development along Lake Street.

11%

68%

21%

Landscape Parking Building

Figure 12: Landscape, 
parking, building areas.

new development along Lake Street.

The Southwest Quadrant of our study area, bounded by

the Midtown Greenway on the North and I 35W on the

East, contains development almost exclusively built

under the requirements of the new code. Note the

percentage of lot area dedicated to surface parking.

Source: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at B.
Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004.

0 200 400 600
Feet

Figure 11: Carscape Map

Figure 13: Intersection of 
Nicollet and Lake St. 
Occupied by K-Mart.

Figure 10: Aerial view of the surroundings of the site.
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Figure 16: Seen from an airplane, the residential
districts of South Minneapolis disappear beneath the
canopy of their trees. Only the largest elements in the

Figure 14: Virtually every building in this
quadrant of Midtown Minneapolis was
constructed under the regulations of the
1963 zoning ordinance. The auto-
oriented zoning requires much larger
full block or even superblock parcels in
order to accommodate parking. Many
retail tenants believe that they need
even more parking than the zoning
mandates. Studies conducted on the K
Mart property showed that, even on the
busiest days their parking lot was
barely half full.

canopy of their trees. Only the largest elements in the
landscape are discernable: the Mississippi and
Downtown, the Chain of Lakes, Lake Street and the
29th Street rail corridor punctuated by K Mart and the
massive Sears Tower/Abbott Northwest Medical
Campus swath.

0 200 400 600
Feet

Figure 15: Compare the development
in the aerial image at left with the
image above showing the development
from pre 1963 a few blocks directly
East. Examine the map of tree
quantities and locations below and the
corresponding post 1963 development
map at lower left.
Large parcels/small parcels.  The scale 
and size of the buildings. Percentage 
and distribution of impermeable land 
vs. turf and trees. 

Figure 17: Map of trees in Midtown Minneapolis

Source: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at
B. Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004. 14



“The Grand Rounds” is perhaps the greatest legacy of earlier

generations in Minneapolis. It provides an identity, a civic

cohesion, and a powerful urban structure to Minneapolis as it

provides its citizens with access to nature and recreation. It

represents the values we hold dear and is a symbol of our

relationship to the land that sustained us.

The Midtown Greenway will be incorporated into the circuit of

The Grand Rounds, more than any other single 

thing, is the enduring image of Minneapolis.

Figure 18: The Grand Rounds Park system - 1942

The Midtown Greenway will be incorporated into the circuit of

“The Grand Rounds” and greatly enhance the neighborhoods

through which it runs.

Figure 19: An early plan for “The Grand Rounds” proposed by 
H.W.S.Cleveland at a public lecture in 1883.

Source: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at
B. Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004. 15



The transformation of the rail corridor from industrial use to
recreational and transit use presents a once in a lifetime
opportunity to reshape the character and livability of Midtown
Minneapolis. How shall we connect the existing places and
resources to the reclaimed rail trench, now greenway? How
can we use this opportunity to build the local economy for
Midtown Minneapolis?

Figure 21: The Midtown Greenway (former Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway corridor) intersects the Hiawatha Corridor on its way to the Mississippi
River. Industrial tracts are yielding to other , more civilized uses.

Figure 22: The Midtown Greenway recreational and transit corridor on the site
of the former Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway alignment through
Midtown Minneapolis.

Source: “Lake Street Objectives” Research study performed at
B. Aaron Parker & Associates | Metropeligo PC. Copyright 2004. 16

Figure 20: Map of the rail corridor on Lake Street, Minneapolis.



Demographics

In 1850, the population in Minnesota was 6,100 people. By 1900, the population increased to 1.75 million people. 

Every decade for the next 60 years, there was an increase in population of 15% reaching 3.41 million people in 

1960. The rate of growth decreased reaching 11% or 3.8 million people in 1970, and an average of 9% in the

following 3 decades until the census of 2000 reaching 4.91 million people. In July 2007 the population was

estimated by 5,197,621 by the U.S. Census Bureau. The index in population change, age and distribution of 

gender, is aproximate to the national average. The minority groups have grown and they are a small but important

percentage of the population in the state. 

More than 75% of the population in Minnesota is from Western European descendance, with a majority of antiquity

being German (38%), Norwegian ( 17%), Irish (12%), Swedish (10%).

Racial Index in Minnesota, 2000.

8.73 % White (Non-Hispanic)

4.4 % Black (Non-Hispanic)

3.8 % Hispanic, this category includes different countries of origin.

3.4 % Asian – Pacific Islands

1 %   Native American

1.6 % Mixed races

1.6 % Other races Source: Population Division, U.S. Census Bureau. 2000 17



The U.S. Census Bureau estimated Minnesota's population at 5,266,214 as of the year 2009.

Figure 23: Racial Index. Year 2000.
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Hispanic population in the U.S.A.

Figure 24: Map of Hispanic or Latino population in the U.S.A. 2006.
19



Territorial growth/reduction.

Figure 25: U.S._Territorial_Acquisitions. 20



LATINO NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

The Minnesota Council of Non- Profits periodically publishes a report of all the Non-profit organizations in the State 

of Minnesota. They publish a report on the Latino Non-profit  organizations as well.

14% of responding organizations were founded between 2001 and 2008.

1,278 people are employed by Latino nonprofits as either full-time or part-time employees.

The median Latino organization has 7.5 full time staff, 2 part time staff, 30 volunteers and 11 board members.

Latino organizations provide services in multiple areas:

Health and human servicesHealth and human services

Crime

Legal services

Education

Combined operating budget of $44,784,549 for all responding organizations

75% of organizations rely on grants as their major source of revenue

86% of respondents report personnel costs as their highest expenditure

“LATINO NONPROFIT REPORT” Published by Minnesota Council of Non-Profits.
http://www.mncn.org/info_mn_economyreports.htm#latinoecorep 21



•While Minnesota’s total population grew modestly between 1990 and 2000 (from approximately 4.38 million to 4.92 

million, or 12 percent), the Hispanic/Latino population grew sharply (from approximately 54,000 to 143,000, or 168 

percent).  

•Most Hispanic/Latino people were U.S. born citizens. In 2000, almost 60 percent of Hispanic/Latino people in 

Minnesota were U.S. born citizens. Another 8 percent were naturalized citizens. 

“The Hispanic/Latino Population in Minnesota: 2000.”  Published by the Chicano Latino Affairs Council.  

http://www.clac.state.mn.us/pdfs/brief.pdf 

•Minnesota ranks among the top ten states in the country in terms of growth rate of Latino buying power.  Latino •Minnesota ranks among the top ten states in the country in terms of growth rate of Latino buying power.  Latino 

buying power in Minnesota grew 502.9% from 1990 to 2003 (Source: Selig Center).

•Buying power of Latinos across Minnesota rose from $516 million in 1990 to $3.1 billion in 2003 (Source: The 

Business Journal).

•Buying power of Latinos in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area was over $1.25 billion in 2000 (Source: CLAC). 

•In 1997, 24 Minnesota counties had Latino buying power of over 10 million dollars each.  The cities with the 

highest Latino buying power were Minneapolis, Saint Paul, Willmar, Rochester, Bloomington, Worthington, and 

Richfield  (Source: Emerging Market Series)

“Fast Facts on Latino Buying Power.” Compiled by Catie Almirall at HACER (Hispanic Advocacy and Community Empowerment through Research).  
http://www.hacer-mn.org
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Year of Formation of Latino Organizations

The highest percentage, thirty-two percent, of organizations were founded during the 1990’s, listing their year of 

formation between 1991 and 2000. The oldest organization reported its founding date as between the years 1890 

and 1900. Only 14 percent of organizations reported founding dates between 2001 and 2008. Within the context of 

this survey, it appears that the founding of Latino nonprofits has declined after 2000. The years 1971-1980 and 

1981-1990 were moderate in terms of nonprofit founding, with 14 and 21 percent of organizations being founded 

during those years, respectively.

Services provided by Latino OrganizationsServices provided by Latino Organizations

Most survey respondents (79 percent) provide a combination of services to the Latino community. Of these, forty-

eight percent include human services as one of the main areas. The remaining twenty-one percent of respondents 

reported only one main service area (crime/legal, education, or health). The organizations were asked to define 

their purpose using categories that mirror the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) Codes. These 

categories were shifted from those used in the previous report to ensure that they were mutually exclusive and 

unique. A majority of the organizations, 66 percent, do not charge a fee for any of the services they provide. One 

organization specified that the fees charged for services are based on a sliding scale. Some organizations reported 

that a fee is charged only for certain services they provide. Of those nonprofits that charged for services, the
Source: “LATINO NONPROFIT REPORT” Published by Minnesota Council of Non-Profits. 2008
http://www.mncn.org/info_mn_economyreports.htm#latinoecorep
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services. The number of Latinos served by these organizations is quite high. Including the organizations that 

reported  their scope to be international, approximately 300,000 Latinos benefit from the services of the nonprofits 

surveyed.

Purpose of responding organization Example of responding organization

Arts No arts organizations replied to survey

Civil Rights/Social Action Heartland Community Action Agency, Inc.

Community Improvement, & Economic Development. Centro Campesino, Inc.

Crime/Legal Immigrant Law Center of MN

Education Aurora Charter SchoolEducation Aurora Charter School

Employment/Jobs Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

Environment None provide direct service related

Food, Agriculture, Nutrition Main Street Project

Health West Side Community Health Services

Housing/Shelter Chicano Latino Affairs Council

Human Services Comunidades Latinas Unidas en Servicio

International Resource Center of the Americas

Philanthropy & Volunteers National Society of Hispanic MBAs

Public Safety LA-MANO, Inc.

Source: “LATINO NONPROFIT REPORT” Published by Minnesota Council of Non-Profits. 2008
http://www.mncn.org/info_mn_economyreports.htm#latinoecorep 24



Figure 26: (CLUES) Non-Profit Organization adapted
building on Lake Street, Minneapolis, MN. 
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Figure 27: Mexican Consulate building in St. Paul, 
MN. Source: Google Earth - Street View.



CHAPTER 3

Mexican Architecture
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Mexican Architecture. 

How do we define the characteristics of “Mexican Architecture”? 

In order to understand the complexity of this architecture, we have to identify the main categories. In a general 

sense all architecture that has been produced and built in México would be known as Mexican Architecture. This

also includes influences from other countries and periods of time, and architecture produced by Mexican architects

in other countries, making reference to the buildings in México from the prehispanic period, colonial, modern or a 

new interpretation of them.

Many Mexican architectural pieces, structures and sculptures have been recognized as Cultural Heritage of 

Humanity by UNESCO. Their origin is mostly prehispanic and colonial, and some modern buildings including the

“Casa-Museo Luis Barragán” (Home-Studio) which was added to the list of properties inscribed on the World 

Heritage List  in 2004. (http://whc.unesco.org/en/statesparties/mx)

During the modern movement, there were many interpretations of modern architecture in México. Mexican

Architects were obviously influenced by modern concepts, however, we can see clear examples of combination sof

styles, including murals applied onto a modern functional building as we will see in the following pages, as well as 

incorporation of traditional construction systems to a modern layout such as Barragan’s Home-Studio.
27



Prehispanic Architecture. 

Mesoamerican civilizations achieved a great stylistic development and proportion in human and urban scale. Forms

evolved from basic simplicity to aesthetic complexity. There are different expressions throughout the territory, we

can see adobe and stone constructions in the North and multifamily structures going to housing units inside caves 

along the mountains. 

We have to remember that there were several cultures and civilizations throughout the centuries occupying these

lands. The ciilizations came from different ethnicities and backgrounds. However, they exchanged their knowledge

and culture everytime there was an important invasion or defeat. The assimilation of cultures gave birth to new and culture everytime there was an important invasion or defeat. The assimilation of cultures gave birth to new 

civilizations and they kept adopting new customs and traditions. We can observe these characteristics in their

architectural and urban legacy. The pyramids and temples that are left today share similaritites amongst them. 

Some buildings and monuments were built on top of older buildings. New excavations have discovered that these

buildings were covered with new layers that had different expressions and symbolisms. 

The expressivity of the buildings was enriched through incrustations of sculpture and an extensive array of color 

used on every structure. The geometry of the buildings had multiple levels of symbolism and each layer of the

building represented a different class or social condition. We can learn from the architectural elements that this

architecture was in its execution very simple, however, the way this architecture was conceived intellectually was

extremely deep and symbolic. 
28



Figure 30: Summary of Styles of Mesoamerican pyramids. 
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Figure 28: Chichén Itzá Pyramid (El Castillo).

Figure 29: Temple of Quetzalcoatl in Teotihuacán, México City. 



Colonial Architecture.

Colonial Architecture, as the name implies, was developed during the Colonization of México, when Spain was in 

control of what we know now as the country México. The discovery of the American continent in 1542 up until the

Independence of México at the beginning of the 19th century. 

This Colonial Architecture is focused primarily on catholic religious buildings, due to the need for evangelization of 

what Spaniards called “The New Spain”. These buildings were clearly influenced by European architecture, such as 

gothic and barroque. However, there was an interesting condition that created a big difference. The constructiongothic and barroque. However, there was an interesting condition that created a big difference. The construction

was performed by indigenous people that were used as slaves. Their traditional methods were mixed with their own

cultural input. The evangelization was a long process and in order to achieve the task, they had to incorporate

elements of the indigenous traditions in the construction of these new buildings. This is what makes this

architecture stand out from the European buildings. 

The indigenous influence is noticeable in the ornaments and treatment of flat surfaces. Another important element

was the introduction of the courtyard scheme. The climate conditions were ideal for this system, providing the

interior spaces with light and protecting the courtyard from the weather. There is usually a fountain in the center of 

the courtyard as well as vegetation. The spaces surrounding the courtyard are connected by the outdoor spaces, 

which are covered but open. This is perhaps the most characteristic element of Colonial Architecture.
30
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Figure 31: Urban landscape in San Miguel Allende, 
Guanajuato. México.

Figure 32: Urban landscape in San Miguel Allende, Guanajuato. México. 
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Figure 33: Courtyard scheme ilustration, Convento de San Jacinto. México City. 



Mexican Muralism.

In the 1920s, Mexican artists were inspired by indigenous traditions, while searching to find a National Identity. 

Architects and Muralists looked into pre-hispanic cultures and rescued elements that were part of the National 

artistic heritage. This movement was of huge importance in Mexico, but also across Latin America and the United 

States. 

This movement was not only artistic, it was a new philosophy and a socio-political tool.  The idea was that the 

murals would inform and educate the community. The murals were a statement of public access and 

communication. The murals were usually painted over concrete walls or on the façade of a building. The topics communication. The murals were usually painted over concrete walls or on the façade of a building. The topics 

were almost always political and inspired by the Mexican Revolution. 

The government commissioned many of these artists to cover the walls of institutional buildings including schools, 

churches, museums and even the main house for the presidential chair.  This expression was of huge importance

and it started to catch the attention of people in the United States. 

Diego Rivera is one of the most important muralists from this movement and he was commissioned to paint several

murals in the United States. However, his political views and ideology were not always well received as it was the

case with a mural that he painted at the Rockefeller Plaza, which was later removed by the Rockefeller family

because of it’s political connotations. 
33



Mexican Muralism.
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Figure 34: Man, Controller of the Universe or Man in the Time Machine, 1934. 
Diego Rivera in the Palacio de Fine Arts Palace in Mexico City

This mural is a recreation of Man at the Crossroads, commissioned by Nelson Rockefeller for the
Rockefeller Center. Rockefeller had the original destroyed when Rivera refused to remove a portrait of
Lenin from the mural. Its full title is Man, Controller of the Universe or Man in the Time Machine.



Muralism in Mexican Architecture.

Ciudad Universitaria, México City.

35

Figures: 35 & 36: National Autonomous University of México, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (U.N.A.M.)México City. 
Left: Medicine School Building Right: Post-graduate Studies Building.



Muralism in Mexican Architecture.

Ciudad Universitaria, México City.

36Figure 37:National Autonomous University of México, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (U.N.A.M.) Central Library.  México City. 



Mural in Minneapolis. Resource Center of the Americas, Minneapolis.

37
Figure 38: The Resource Center of the Americas in Minneapolis. 



Mural in Minneapolis. Behind the K-Mart on Lake Street.
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Figure 39: Hidden mural behind the K-Mart on Lake Street. Minneapolis, MN.



Twentieth Century.

Architecture in México during the twentieth century, developed based on the influences from the past, medieval 

European architecture, Islamic and pre-hispanic architecture and colonial architecture. In search of a national

identity, Mexican architects started to study the symbolism and elements of these periods and styles and 

established the new language of the modern México. Art Noveau and Art Decó were introduced in order to

establish an identity using Greek, Roman and pre-Hispanic symbolisms. 

Modern architecture in México developed mainly touching the aspects of form and space. Architect José Villagrán Modern architecture in México developed mainly touching the aspects of form and space. Architect José Villagrán 

García developed a theory of form, which established the academic lead in most architecture schools in México 

which identified with the functionalist movement.  This gave birth to the New Mexican Architecture, which was

focused on the formal order of the politics of a nationalistic state that was in search for modernity and to develop a 

unique and authentic identity different from other countries. Architect Juan O’Gorman was one of the first

environmental architects in México, developing the ‘organic’ theory, attempting to integrate the building and 

landscape following the same principles that Frank Lloyid Wright had established in the U.S.A. During this period of 

search for a new architecture, O’Gorman achieved a unique manifestation joining the landscape with murals and 

functional architecture.
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The country demanded proposals to convey a national identity and the ‘School of Jalisco’ was one of these

proposals. Architect Luis Barragán was able to bring vernacular Mexican architecture, mediterranean architecture, 

and modern elements together, using an impresive range of color that addressed light and shadows with different

shades, creating a new proposal of international minimalism. Other important architects who were part of this

school worked with concrete and materials used in vernacular architecture. 

The new Mexican architecture was a cultural revolution born out of nationalistic governments in the twentieth

century in México. This revolution gave shape to the image of identity through color and by using docorative

elements from previous cultures, from clasical forms, and later on by incorporating modernism and the new 

tendencies in architecture and the International Style. There were many important architects during this period. We

can name Teodoro González de León, Agustín Hernández Navarro, Abraham Zabludovsky Kraveski, Mario Pani

and others.

During this period of search for a National identity, architects were able to identify elements that are intrinsecally

Mexican and we can observe an array of examples that this period generated. 
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National Museum of Anthropology, 1963. México City.
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Figure 40: National Museum of Anthropology, México City.  
Designed in 1963 by Architects: Pedro Ramírez Vázquez, Jorge Campuzano and Rafael Mijares. Interior Courtyard. 



Luis Barragán

Luis Barragán Morfín is in my opinion the most important exponent of Mexican Architecture. His work has been

published and recognized for decades now. His most representative work is his own Home-Studio in México City. 

He revisited traditional construction methods, but he also recreated spaces that we would see in convents and 

haciendas of the sixteenth century. He also captured the essence of vernacular Mexican architecture that we can 

still see today in small villages around the country. Barragán was a studious and had one of the most impressive 

libraries we can think of. His experiences abroad not only took place in the United States and Europe, he also 

traveled to northern Africa and was touched by the fortified cities in Morocco and the landscape. All these 

42

traveled to northern Africa and was touched by the fortified cities in Morocco and the landscape. All these 

experiences and studies were combined with his own background, ideals, philosophies, religion and political views, 

and took shape throughout his career. It was until later when Barragán synthesized all of his thoughts and 

knowledge in a very different architecture which started in 1940 with the project of his personal garden surrounding 

Casa Ortega, which is a house that he bought, redesigned and lived in for a couple of years until he sold it. Then 

he kept a small portion of that garden and built there his now famous ‘Casa-Barragán’. The garden in this land was 

the first thing he designed, and the houses are acting in that way that was intended to be an extension of the 

garden. The architecture here started to have more of that ‘magic’ that he talked about. It was then when his work 

started to be that, what made him become that myth, and his work finally synthesized everything that defines the 

contemporary form of Mexican Architecture. He was finally able to find that National Identity.



Luis Barragán, Home-Studio, México City. 1957.
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Figures 41, 42 & 43: Casa-Museo Luis Barragán (Home-Studio), México City. Designed in 1947-1948 by Architect: Luis Barragán.
Left: First level floor plan. Right above: East Facade. Right below: West Facade



Luis Barragán, Home-Studio, México City. 1957.
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Figures 44 & 45: Casa-Museo Luis Barragán (Home-Studio), México City. Designed in 1947-1948 by Architect: Luis Barragán.
Left: View to the garden from living room. Right: Main entrance lobby.



Luis Barragán, Home-Studio, México City. 1957.
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Figures 46 & 47: Casa-Museo Luis Barragán (Home-Studio), México City. Designed in 1947-1948 by Architect: Luis Barragán.
Left: Stair inside llibrary area. Right: Patio de las ollas (pottery patio)



CHAPTER 4

Precedents
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Location: Austin, Texas

Completion: Summer 2003 

Precedents

Mexican American Cultural Center in Austin Texas. Mexican Architect: Teodoro González de León. 

Figure 48: Mexican-American Cultural Center. Celebrating the strong heritage of Austin's Mexican-American community, will design the City's new 
Mexican-American Cultural Center (MACC). The Center was designed as an interconnected complex of mixed-use space encompassing classrooms, 

offices and meeting spaces, exhibition halls, art studios, and two auditoriums for performances and conferences. MACC is prominently situated in 
downtown Austin on the north shore of Town Lake, east of Waller Creek. 47



Location: Berlin, Germany

Completion: 2001

Precedents

Mexican Embassy in Berlin, Germany. Mexican Architects Francisco Serrano and Teodoro 

González de León. 

Figure 49: Mexican Embassy in Berlin, Germany.
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CHAPTER 5

Thesis Vehicle
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THESIS VEHICLE: COMMUNITY CENTER FOR HISPANIC IMMIGRANTS IN MINNEAPOLIS.

Figure 50: Picture of Mexican children crossing the border between México and U.S. The The border wall material is made from 
the same sheet metal used to make portable airstrips in the Vietnam and Gulf Wars. 

“I do not want my house to be walled on all sides or my 

windows to be stuffed. I want the cultures of all lands to be 

blown about my house as freely as possible. But I refuse to 

be blown off my feet by any.”

M. Gandhi 
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Introduction to the thesis vehicle.

Where is the border? What are the elements that define such thing?

The idea of a border can be conceived in many distinct ways. We define a border as a political convention between 

nations. These borders can be crossed physically, but they remain alive in a social context. These social borders are 

the detonator for a community, in most cases minorities, to struggle with the cultural shock, wanting to remain 

untouched by the new surroundings but at the same time being forced to assimilate. The interests of the communities 

are not served because the community isolates itself from the other communities in the surroundings, or completely 

loses itself. It is well known that communities know how to adapt to new environments, they transform the space to

acommodate their cultural and social activities. These communities usually face the challenge of occupying a 

developed area, designed for other communities. The physical conditions of the place are foreign to them. However, 

they base their needs on previous groups that occupied the same space. The question of identitiy is large in this

situation, however, it is important to preserve our context to the local identity. 

We can see the transformations within these communities, they can be in the form of signs in different languages, 

graphic expressions such as murals, grafffiti and window displays at new shops owned by immigrants. Often times 

we can also find modifications to their buildings, they can be minor interventions that express ownership and 

adaptation, as well as an expression of identity and establishment of character. 51



Re-opening of Nicollet Avenue.

The intersection of Lake Street and Nicollet Avenue in Midtown Minneapolis is blocked by a K-Mart store that was

built on this site in 1978. This particular site was a crossroads between Downtown and Midtown. 

Before the K-Mart was built, this area suffered numerous changes starting with the demolition of a Baseball Stadium , 

the removal of the Street Car and the lack of connectivity and access to the new InterState highway I-35W. 

Businesses closed, and the commercial activity in this area ceased and the City requested proposals for re-

development. “Documents from the era make clear that the closing of Nicollet was part of a well-intentioned 

economic development strategy for the area. The strategy was partially successful—the K-Mart soon became one of 

the company’s most profitable stores, and it continues to provide a much-needed discount retail service to area 

residents. But the project’s design problems were immediately apparent. As constructed, the facility catered to 

automobile traffic in a manner that was incongruous with the high level of pedestrian traffic and transit service at the 

intersection. Moreover, the rerouting of traffic undermined the residential character of neighboring streets. Finally, the 

closing of Nicollet strangled the flow of consumer traffic along that street, with particularly hard-hitting consequences 

to Nicollet businesses to the north.“      MCW News. Article referred: Build it and they will Come – and Go. 

It is clear today that this intersection needs to be re-opened and there have been several proposals and attempts, but

none of them has yet been performed.  In the following pages we can see a sequence of pictures that have been

modified digitally to illustrate what would happen if this avenue is re-opened. 52
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Figure 51: intersection between Nicollet Avenue and Lake Street. The intersection is now occupied by a K-Mart building.
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Figure 52: intersection between Nicollet Avenue and Lake Street. This image shows Nicollet Avenue crossing as it was originally.
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Figure 53: Re-opening of the intersection between Nicollet Avenue and Lake Street. This image shows the site without the K-Mart building.
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Figure 54: This image shows the site occupied with buildings of similar size to the surroundings and the lot that would become site for this thesis.
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Figure 55: This image shows the site acknowledging the greenway and the lot that would become site for this thesis.



LIST OF COMMUNITY’S NEEDS.

• LEGAL HELP

• LANGUAGE, EDUCATION

• JOB PLACEMENT, TRAINING

• IMMIGRATION ASSISTANCE• IMMIGRATION ASSISTANCE

• MENTAL HEALTH, PSYCHOLOGICAL HELP

• CULTURAL SHOCK AND ADJUSTMENT

• YOUTH PROBLEMS

• MARRIAGE COUNCELING

• SOCIAL SERVICE

58Figure 56: Aerial view of the proposed building.
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Figure 57: Celebration of the “Day of the Death” Figure 58: Artisan working on the street.

Figure 60: Typical Mexican food.Figure 59: Typical Mexican arts and crafts.



PROGRAM

First Level

1.Restaurant and Kitchen (gastronomy school) 8600 sq ft
2.Art Gallery – Lobby – Café 7000 sq ft
3.Arts and Crafts workshop 4300 sq ft
4.Classrooms and group therapy spaces 2200 sq ft
5.Dancing Classrooms 1850 sq ft
6.Auditorium 3200 sq ft
7.Men Restrooms 900 sq ft
8.Women Restrooms 1100 sq ft
9.Common Service areas 1100 sq ft

Second Level

1.Legal Office 750 sq ft
2.Counceling Offices 750 sq ft
3.Youth and Social Service 750 sq ft
4.Work placement and training 750 sq ft
5. Men Restrooms 450 sq ft
6.Women Restrooms 550 sq ft

Parking Level 90 stalls
1.Men Restrooms 450 sq ft
2.Women Restrooms 550 sq ft
3.Mechanical and Electrical Room 400 sq ft
4. Storage area 400 sq ft
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Design process.  
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Figure 61: Piercing walls, different materials. stone/concrete Figure 62: Metal mesh or twine.

Figure 64: Expanded fabric attached to cables.Figure 63: Interwoven lattice made out of wood.



Design process.  

Figure 65: Plan section of projected opening, shade and light.
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Figure 66: Plan section of angled openings in wall and projected opening.

Figure 65: Plan section of projected opening, shade and light.



Design process.  

Figure 68: Plan section of circulation paths through access.
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Figure 69: Section view of light reflecting on water surface, bouncing into the building across vegetation and pottery.

Figure 67: Section view of exterior and interior relationship.



Drawings .  

64Figure 70 : Roof plan and site.



65Figure 71 & 72: Left: First floor plan. Right: Second floor plan.



66Figure 73 & 74: Left: Basement plan. Right: Roof plan.



67Figure 75: Close up rotated view of Basement plan, 



68Figure 76: Close up rotated view of First floor plan,



69Figure 77: Close up rotated view of Second floor plan,



Site View.

70Figure 78: Aerial View of site and project.



South Façade.
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Figure 79: South Façade



North Façade.
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Figure 80: South Façade



West Façade.
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Figure 81: West Façade 



East Façade.
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Figure 82: East Façade



North West view on Nicollet Avenue. 
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Figure 83: View from Nicollet Avenue



Library on Nicollet. 
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Figure 84: Exterior view of the library on Nicollet Avenue.



Access on proposed re-opened Nicollet Avenue.
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Figure 85: Access on re-opened Nicollet Avenue.



Corner on Lake Street.
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Figure 86: Corner on Nicollet Avenue and Lake Street



Lake Street Restaurant Entrance.
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Figure 87: Front view of entrance to the Restaurant on Lake Street.



Corner of Lake Street and First Avenue.
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Figure 88: Corner on Lake Street and First Avenue.



South East view on First Avenue.
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Figure 89: South East View on First Avenue.



First Avenue delivery entrance.
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Figure 90: Front view of east delivery entrance on First Avenue.



Courtyard

83Figure 91: View of the courtyard.



View from balcony.

84Figure 92: View from the balcony on the roof top.



Greenway view.

85Figure 93: View from the Greenway



Interior view / Restaurant.
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Figure 94: Interior view / Restaurant



Interior view / Entrance Lobby.
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Figure 95: Interior view / Main entrance on Nicollet Avenue.



Interior view / Library.
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Figure 96: Interior view / Library looking east.



Interior view / Library.
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Figure 97: Interior view / Library looking west.



Interior view / Library.
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Figure 98: Interior view / Library looking east from second floor.



Interior view / Corridor by courtyard
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Figure 99: Interior view / Corridor between library and courtyard looking west.



Interior view / Auditorium
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Figure 100: Interior view / Auditorium



Aerial view.

93Figure 101: Aerial view above the greenway.



Aerial view.

94Figure 102: Aerial view above the greenway and Nicollet Avenue.



Aerial view.

95Figure 103: Aerial view above Nicollet Avenue.



Aerial view.

96Figure 104: Aerial view above corner of Lake Street and  Nicollet Avenue.



Aerial view.

97Figure 105: Aerial view above corner of Lake Street and  First Avenue.



Aerial view.

98Figure 106: Aerial view above First Avenue.
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Conclusions

This project seems to be an ideal opportunity to bring different cultures together. The location of this project is crucial for the 

appropriate development of Nicollet Avenue and the continuing improvements on Lake Street that have been transforming the 

way we operate within this area. 

The re-opening of Nicollet Avenue is overdue, decades have gone by and this intersection is still suffering from a tampering that 

negates the community a direct connection with the city and within the neighborhood. The idea of placing a Hispanic Cultural 

Center in this precise intersection is relevant to the context, the community and the connections across Nicollet Avenue and 

Lake Street. This Community Center would provide links of interaction between different neighborhoods, the economic activity Lake Street. This Community Center would provide links of interaction between different neighborhoods, the economic activity 

would benefit from these new interactions and a social real network would be established. 

This project addresses issues of community identity in a global society. Architecture is defined by our context, cultural 

background and region. However, every year we have more communities immigrating from other cultures and this should be a 

great opportunity to understand how these circumstances can generate a different language in architecture.

The findings during this thesis work have brought awareness to my professional practice and even though this topic is very 

extensive and at times seems overwhelming, this should be a really good step into a deeper exploration and understanding of 

what is architecture, how do we define identity for immigrant groups.
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Appendix A

Luis Barragán's Pritzker prize Acceptance Speech, 1980

http://web.archive.org/web/20071029012341/http://www.pritzkerprize.com/barragan.htm

I welcome the opportunity to express my admiration for the United States of America, generous patron of the arts and sciences, 

which—as in so many instances —has transcended its geographical frontiers and purely national interests to confer this high 

distinction on a son of Mexico, thus recognizing the universality of cultural values and, in particular, those of my native country.

But as no one ever owes all to his own individual effort, it would be ungrateful not to remember all those who throughout my 

lifetime have contributed to my work with their talents, assistance and encouragement: fellow architects, photographers, writers, lifetime have contributed to my work with their talents, assistance and encouragement: fellow architects, photographers, writers, 

journalists, as well as personal friends who have honored me by taking an active interest in my work.

I take this occasion to present some impressions and recollections that, to some extent, sum up the ideology behind my work. 

In this regard, Mr. Jay Pritzker stated in an announcement to the press with excessive generosity what I consider essential to 

that ideology: that I had been chosen as the recipient of this prize for having devoted myself to architecture "as a sublime act of 

poetic imagination." Consequently, I am only a symbol for all those who have been touched by beauty.

It is alarming that publications devoted to architecture have banished from their pages the words Beauty, Inspiration, Magic,

Spellbound, Enchantment, as well as the concepts of Serenity, Silence, Intimacy and Amazement All these have nestled in my 

soul, and though 1 am fully aware that I have not done them complete justice in my work, they have never ceased to be my 

guiding lights.
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Religion and Myth. 

It is impossible to understand Art and the glory of its history without avowing religious spirituality and the mythical roots that lead 

us to the very reason of being of the artistic phenomenon. Without the one or the other there would be no Egyptian pyramids 

nor those of ancient Mexico. Would the Greek temples and Gothic cathedrals have existed? Would the amazing marvels of the 

Renaissance and the Baroque have come about?

And in another field, would the ritual dances of the so-called primitive cultures have developed? Would we now be the heirs of 

the inexhaustible artistic treasure of worldwide popular sensitivity? Without the desire for God, our planet would be a sorry

wasteland of ugliness. "The irrational logic harbored in the myths and in all true religious experience has been the fountainhead 

of the artistic process at all times and in all places " These are words of my good friend, Edmundo O'Gorman, and, with or of the artistic process at all times and in all places " These are words of my good friend, Edmundo O'Gorman, and, with or 

without his permission, I have made them mine.

Beauty. 

The invincible difficulty that the philosophers have in defining the meaning of this word is unequivocal proof of its ineffable 

mystery. Beauty speaks like an oracle, and ever since man has heeded its message in an infinite number of ways: it may be in 

the use of tattoos, in the choice of a seashell necklace by which the bride enhances the promise of her surrender, or, again, in

the apparently superfluous ornamentation of everyday tools and domestic utensils, not to speak of temples and palaces and 

even, in our day, in the industrialized products of modern technology. Human life deprived of beauty is not worthy of being 

called so.
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Solitude. 

Only in intimate communion with solitude may man find himself. Solitude is good company and my architecture is not

for those who fear or shun it.

Serenity. Serenity is the great and true antidote against anguish and fear, and today, more than ever, it is the architect's duty to 

make of it a permanent guest in the home, no matter how sumptuous or how humble. Throughout my work I have always 

strived to achieve serenity, but one must be on guard not to destroy it by the use of an indiscriminate palette.

Joy. 
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Joy. 

How can one forget joy? I believe that a work of art reaches perfection when it conveys silent joy and serenity.

Death. The certainty of death is the spring of action and therefore of life, and in the implicit religious element in the work of art, 

life triumphs over death.

Gardens. 

In the creation of a garden, the architect invites the partnership of the Kingdom of Nature. In a beautiful garden, the majesty of 

Nature is ever present, but Nature reduced to human proportions and thus transformed into the most efficient haven against the 

aggressiveness of contemporary life.

Ferdinand Bac taught us that "the soul of gardens shelters the greatest sum of serenity at man's disposal ," and it is to him that I 

am indebted for my longing to create a perfect garden. He said, speaking of his gardens at les Colombiers, "in this small



domain, I have done nothing else but joined the millenary solidarity to which we are all subject: the

ambition of expressing materially a sentiment, common to many men in search of a link with nature, by creating a place

of repose of peaceable pleasure " It will appear obvious, then, that a garden must combine the poetic and the mysterious with a 

feeling of serenity and joy. There is no fuller expression of vulgarity than a vulgar garden.

To the south of Mexico City lies a vast extension of volcanic rock, arid, overwhelmed by the beauty of this landscape, I decided

to create a series of gardens to humanize, without destroying, its magic. While walking along the lava crevices, under the 

shadow of imposing ramparts of live rock, I suddenly discovered, to my astonishment, small secret green valleys, the 

shepherds call them "jewels" surrounded and enclosed by the most fantastic, capricious rock formations wrought on soft, shepherds call them "jewels" surrounded and enclosed by the most fantastic, capricious rock formations wrought on soft, 

melted rock by the onslaught of powerful prehistoric winds. The unexpected discovery of these "jewels" gave me a sensation 

similar to the one experienced when, having walked through a dark and narrow tunnel of the Alhambra, I suddenly emerged into 

the serene, silent and solitary "Patio of the Myrtles" hidden in the entrails of that ancient palace. Somehow I had the feeling that 

it enclosed what a perfect garden no matter its size should enclose: nothing less than the entire Universe.

This memorable epiphany has always been with me, and it is not by mere chance that from the first garden for which I am 

responsible all those following are attempts to capture the echo of the immense lesson to be derived from the aesthetic wisdom 

of the Spanish Moors.

Fountains. 

A fountain brings us peace, joy and restful sensuality and reaches the epitome of its very essence when by its power to bewitch
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it will stir dreams of distant worlds.

While awake or when sleeping, the sweet memories of marvelous fountains have accompanied me throughout my life. I recall

the fountains of my childhood; the drains for excess water of the dam; the dark ponds in the recess of abandoned orchards; the 

curbstone of shallow wells in the convent patios; the small country springs, quivering mirrors of ancient giant water loving trees, 

and then, of course, the old aqueducts perennial reminders of Imperial Rome which from lost horizons hurry their liquid treasure

to deliver it with the rainbow ribbons of a waterfall.

Architecture. 

My architecture is autobiographical, as Emilio Ambasz pointed out in his book on my work published by the Museum of Modern 
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My architecture is autobiographical, as Emilio Ambasz pointed out in his book on my work published by the Museum of Modern 

Art in New York. Underlying all that I have achieved such as it is are the memories of my father's ranch where I spent my 

childhood and adolescence. In my work I have always strived to adapt to the needs of modern living the magic of those remote 

nostalgic years.

The lessons to be learned from the unassuming architecture of the village and provincial towns of my country have been a 

permanent source of inspiration. Such, for instance, the whitewashed walls; the peace to be found in patios and orchards; the

colorful streets; the humble majesty of the village squares surrounded by shady open corridors. And as there is a deep 

historical link between these teachings and those of the North African and Moroccan Villages, they too have enriched my 

perception of beauty in architectural simplicity.

Being a Catholic, I have frequently visited with reverence the now empty monumental monastic buildings that we inherited from

the powerful religious faith and architectural genius of our colonial ancestors, and I have always been deeply moved by the



peace and wellbeing to be experienced in those uninhabited cloisters and solitary courts. How I have wished that these feelings 

may leave their mark on my work.

The Art of Seeing. 

It is essential to an architect to know how to see: I mean, to see in such a way that the vision is not overpowered by rational 

analysis. And in this respect I will take advantage of this opportunity to pay homage to a very dear friend who, through his 

infallible aesthetic taste, taught us the difficult art of seeing with innocence. I refer to the Mexican painter Jesus (Chucho) Reyes 

Ferreira, for whose wise teachings I publicly acknowledge my indebtedness.

And it may not be out of place to quote another great friend of mine and of the Arts, the poet Carlos Pellicer:
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And it may not be out of place to quote another great friend of mine and of the Arts, the poet Carlos Pellicer:

Through sight the good and the bad,

we do perceive

Unseeing eyes

Souls deprived of hope.

Nostalgia. 

Nostalgia is the poetic awareness of our personal past, and since the artist's own past is the mainspring of his creative 

potential, the architect must listen and heed his nostalgic revelations.



My associate and friend, the young architect Raul Ferrera, as well as our small staff, share with me the ideology which I have 

tried to present. We have worked and hope to continue to work inspired by the faith that the aesthetic truth of those ideas will in 

some measure contribute toward dignifying human existence.”      

Luis Barragán Morfin. 1980  Pritzker Laureate
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Appendix B

Article: Carlos Fuentes discusses Mexican identity 

By Tasnim Shamma. Contributor .  (http://www.dailyprincetonian.com/2007/10/19/19071/) 

© 2010 Daily Princetonian Publishing Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Published: Friday, October 19th, 2007 

Carlos Fuentes, a renowned Mexican novelist, scholar and diplomat, presented his view of Mexican history and 

national identity at a lecture in a packed McCosh 10 last night.

Fuentes traced the social, political and economic development of Mexico in a talk called "A Panoramic View of the 

History of Mexico." Fuentes began his talk by describing Mexican mythology, focusing on the question of identity History of Mexico." Fuentes began his talk by describing Mexican mythology, focusing on the question of identity 

that pervades the country's lore from the very beginning of the civilization to the present day, a theme he also often 

visits in his many novels.

"From the beginning we asked ourselves questions of identity: Who are we? What do we remember? What do we 

desire?" Fuentes said. "We also asked ourselves the question of justice: To whom do these lands belong?"

Fuentes described the pivotal role of the Mexican Revolution in its history, saying that the Institutional 

Revolutionary Party brought political stability and a sense of permanence to the country.

Fuentes, who was a visiting professor and fellow of the Humanities council at Princeton in 1979, described 

yesterday's visit as a homecoming. He has also taught at Cambridge, Harvard and Brown. Firestone Library serves 

as the archival home for Fuentes' works with 200 boxes of his journals, editorials, letters to
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international figures, drafts of novels, notebooks from his time in elementary school, photos and audiotapes.

Fuentes' long career as a diplomat and director of international cultural relations for the Mexican government put 

him in a position to observe the impact imperial powers had on the development of the country. Mexico became 

open to foreign intervention and lost half of its territory as the United States expanded across North America during 

the 19th century. "The Mexican Revolution was a real revolution," Fuentes said, adding that Mexicans gained 

"national self-knowledge" and a "discovery of cultural continuity which had never been fully recognized in the 

political and economic history of the country." Fuentes also said that the revolution allowed Mexico to have social 

justice and maintain national unity against U.S. pressure.

Despite the gains from the revolution, Fuentes pointed out that much had yet to be done to strengthen Mexico, such 

as integrating minority groups into the population and creating more job opportunities.

When an audience member asked Fuentes to address the issue of Mexican immigration to the United States, 

Fuentes said that the United States "was once an empty country."

"The so-called American Indians came from somewhere else," he said. "The Europeans were immigrants. This is a 

country of migrants. When they are here, they should be respected as workers doing the jobs Americans don't want 

to do."

He stressed that Mexicans had a "greater responsibility to keep [immigrants to the United States] in our country and 

offer them work and better social conditions.“

© 2010 Daily Princetonian Publishing Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Published: Friday, October 19th, 2007 110



Appendix C

Article: Build it and they will Come – and Go. Urban renewal at Lake and Nicollet.

Published on Midtown Community Works  Oct 2001. http://midtowncommunityworks.org/mcwnewsurbanrene.html

The corner of Lake Street and Nicollet Avenue is the sort of place that can thrill an urban street designer. This 

reaction has nothing to do with the intersection’s existing configuration—to the contrary, few would deny that it 

presents, at best, a utilitarian landscape. A strip mall, a parking lot, and a nondescript apartment building occupy 

the south side of the intersection. To the north, Nicollet terminates at Lake, and where it would otherwise continue 

sits an expansive asphalt parking lot with a K-Mart and a supermarket at its far end. 

The intersection is busy—route 21 buses stop regularly; shoppers arrive and depart by foot and by car; and 

Nicollet-bound traffic completes its awkward circuit around the interruption created by the K-Mart. But the bustle 

does little to offset the pervasive sense that this place lacks a connection to the surrounding community, much less 

its own rich history. 

It is this very soulnessness that excites and inspires those seeking to reinvent the Lake Street/29th Street Corridor. 

As the intersection of Minneapolis’s historic main street and one of its oldest commercial corridors, the corner of 

Nicollet and Lake possesses unique and remarkable potential for meaningful redevelopment. Perhaps this potential 

will not remain unrealized much longer, for plans are already underway to return the intersection to its rightful role 

as a vibrant commercial crossroads at the center of a thriving community. 111



Birth of a Commercial Crossroads

The history of development along Nicollet and Lake predates the city’s formal annexation of the area. In the 1880s, 

development sprang up along a steam-powered, interurban railroad line that extended along Nicollet to 31st Street, 

and then west to Lake Calhoun and Lake Harriet. Beginning around 1890, the construction of mass transit along 

both Nicollet and Lake, in the form of electric streetcar lines, resulted in ever more rapid real estate development. 

By the early 1900s, the intersection was well established as a bustling commercial center that served both 

transferring streetcar passengers and, increasingly, automobile drivers. 

Baseballs on Nicollet 

The corner was home to many shops and businesses, but perhaps its most notable institution was the Nicollet Ball 

Park, which sat at 3048 Nicollet from 1896 until its demolition in 1955. For more than fifty years, baseball fans 

traveled to Nicollet Park to cheer their beloved Minneapolis Millers. Described by former Minneapolis Tribune writer 

Dave Mona as “soggy, foul, rotten and thoroughly wonderful,” the Park was rustic by any standards. It lacked 

parking facilities; the dressing rooms housed termites and were barely heated; the bleachers delivered slivers to the 

unwary; and the press had to stand up and lean forward to see the field from the press box. The Park’s shallow 

right field measured only 279 feet to the fence, which meant that players regularly hit balls into the street, shattering 

the plate-glass windows of Nicollet Avenue businesses far more often than league records. 

But the physical limitations of the Park could not dampen residents’ deep and abiding affection for this community 

landmark and the hometown team it housed. For Millers fans, baseball at the Park was always 112



fine, even during losing seasons, and every now and again, the baseball was transcendent. In 1938, for instance, 

fans witnessed the first remarkable season in the career of a 19-year-old outfielder by the name of Ted Williams. 

And for one glorious month in 1951, Willie Mays batted .477 during 35 games with the Millers, before departing for 

the New York Giants and baseball history.

A Season of Decline 

The Millers played their last season at Nicollet Park in 1955 before relocating to the newly built Metropolitan 

Stadium in Bloomington. They departed with a bang: as they had in their first season there in 1896, the Millers won 

the pennant that year. Shortly thereafter, the ballpark was demolished and the Northwestern Bank building (now 

Wells Fargo) was constructed on the site. 

The ballpark’s demolition was just one of several harbingers of the decline that was to occur at Nicollet and Lake 

over the ensuing decades. Just one year earlier, in 1954, the metro area’s first suburban shopping centers opened 

and the city ceased operation of the streetcar lines. The seeds were also sown in the 1960’s for a second major 

blow to the area’s role as a commercial center when the Interstate freeway system excluded southbound access to 

Lake Street from I-35W. 

Early Efforts at Revitalization:     The Closing of Nicollet Avenue

The loss of baseball and the streetcar lines, the lure of suburban shopping centers, and the failure to include I-35W 

access to Lake Street all combined to erode the commercial viability of Nicollet and Lake. By the early 1970s, the 

situation had deteriorated sufficiently to demand the City’s focused attention. 113



The proliferation of abandoned buildings, adult bookstores, and massage parlors prompted the City to establish the 

area as the Nicollet/Lake Economic Development District in 1972.

The City solicited and received a number of proposals for redevelopment in the district, but several years passed 

without forward movement on the project. Robert Stewart, then vice-president of Northwestern National Bank, 

worked with several Lake Street business organizations to foster development proposals for Lake and Nicollet 

during this era. “The project was continually grounded because of the difficulty the City encountered in finding a 

large retail tenant to anchor the development,” recalls Stewart. “First Dayton’s declined to build a Target store; then 

Herberger’s opted out. K-Mart stepped in just as we were beginning to lose hope that the project would ever get off 

the ground.” 

In exchange for K-Mart’s commitment, city officials agreed to close Nicollet Avenue, creating a two-block parcel on 

which to construct an 84,000 square-foot building to house the K-Mart and a grocery store. Despite bitter protest 

from neighborhood residents and Nicollet Avenue merchants to the north, plans moved forward, and K-Mart opened 

its doors in 1978.  Documents from the era make clear that the closing of Nicollet was part of a well-intentioned 

economic development strategy for the area. The strategy was partially successful—the K-Mart soon became one 

of the company’s most profitable stores, and it continues to provide a much-needed discount retail service to area 

residents. But the project’s design problems were immediately apparent. As constructed, the facility catered to 

automobile traffic in a manner that was incongruous with the high level of pedestrian traffic and transit service at the 

intersection. Moreover, the rerouting of traffic undermined the residential character of neighboring streets. 114



Finally, the closing of Nicollet strangled the flow of consumer traffic along that street, with particularly hard-hitting 

consequences to Nicollet businesses to the north. 

The last few years have seen a wealth of positive development along this northern stretch of Nicollet, which has 

evolved into Minneapolis “Eat Street,” a pedestrian-friendly streetscape that is home to over fifty small, locally-

owned restaurants and grocery stores that celebrate the City’s ethnic diversity. 

Coming Full Circle: Reopening Nicollet Avenue 

Nicollet Avenue could be open again, if plans move forward for the Lake & Nicollet Commons project proposed by 

Sherman Associates, Inc. As Loren Brueggerman, Sherman Associates’ vice-president of development, explains, 

“Our goal with Lake & Nicollet Commons is the revitalization of Nicollet Avenue as a continuous corridor with a 

recognizable identity that celebrates its distinct and unique constituent parts.” The focal point of the project is 

reopening Nicollet as an uninterrupted thoroughfare, followed by high density and high amenity development in the 

form of unique two- to four-story buildings that integrate residential spaces with the commercial core, from Lake. A 

reoriented two-story retail business would continue to serve as an economic anchor at Nicollet and Lake, but it 

would be joined by micro-tenant retail spaces and businesses. Current plans project that construction of the new 

retail space and housing on the north side of the Greenway could begin as early as the fall of 2002. 

In many ways, the Lake & Nicollet Commons project will turn back the clock at the intersection. The site plan 

includes park-like green spaces reminiscent of the recreational area once provided by the Nicollet Ball Park, while 

the street trolley proposed for the Midtown Greenway recalls the old streetcar lines. 115



But Lake & Nicollet Commons offers much more, including housing along the Midtown Greenway; a high-density 

mix of small and large-scale retail spaces, restaurants, and businesses; a heated metro transit station; and access 

to a new southbound exit from I-35W onto Lake Street. In short, as Brueggerman points out, “Lake & Nicollet 

Commons would not just evoke the nostalgia of the old Nicollet-Lake intersection—it would immeasurably improve 

upon it.” 
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